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Milliman MedInsight Launches New MedInsight Provider Solution
Seattle – October 22, 2019 – MedInsight, Milliman, Inc.’s highly regarded platform for data warehousing
and healthcare analytics, recently launched the newest release of its flagship product, the MedInsight
Solutions. The newest release, called the MedInsight Provider Solution, was created in order to better
serve and understand the performance of MedInsight’s over 100 providers. The MedInsight Provider
Solution is designed for ACOs and at-risk providers to get the most out of healthcare data. This solution
addresses provider usability needs, complementing our already existing Milliman benchmarks and
analytics. The MedInsight Provider Solution analyzes data to help evaluate providers, using quality
indicators, efficiency, and waste identification through the MedInsight Health Waste Calculator, as well as
cost effectiveness to better manage providers within a network.
“The launch of this new solution enables us to use healthcare analytic learnings from across all the
healthcare entities we work with, while tailoring the experience to the provider market,” Rich Moyer,
MedInsight Principal and Chief Product Officer said. “Beyond this, it will enable us to tailor to specific
provider characteristics and ultimately to the individual user.”
The MedInsight Solutions represent a leap forward in the world of healthcare analytics with new clientcentric interfaces, customizable dashboards, advanced graphing libraries, industry leading query tools,
and a comprehensive online knowledgebase. This provider release contains the industry’s most robust
data mart along with a new design to quickly identify opportunities to improve care and reduce costs.
Employees within an organization who focus on risk-management in provider enterprises will have access
to pre-built reports, advanced query tools, and over 60 methodologies to make data management drive
business intelligence strategies. Our advanced data mart and dashboarding features allow information to
flow for all provider use cases, such as advanced stratification of member cohorts for population health
teams. Our data refresh times are industry leading, enabling organizations to have end-to-end data
analysis in days, not weeks.
For more information about Milliman MedInsight’s products go to www.medinsight.milliman.com.
About Milliman MedInsight
Milliman MedInsight is one of the healthcare industry’s most highly regarded platforms for data
warehousing and healthcare analytics. MedInsight Solutions have been adopted by over 300 health
plans, employers, at-risk providers/ACOs, state governments, community health coalitions, and third party
administrators. Additionally, MedInsight has standalone Products that provide preconfigured or custom
reporting and data configurations that can address specific business needs.
About Milliman
Milliman is among the world's largest providers of actuarial and related products and services. The firm has
consulting practices in healthcare, property & casualty insurance, life insurance and financial services, and

employee benefits. Founded in 1947, Milliman is an independent firm with offices in major cities around the
globe. For further information, visit milliman.com.

